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Did you know How IIP is calculated & its implication of Stock Markets? 
 
 
We must have heard the term IIP data/numbers on news channels, from many of the 

investors, traders, and must have seen on newspapers, but most of the people just concerned 
about the number i.e. IIP data came out to say 1% and expectation was 1.5%, but do we actually 
know what is it and how it affects our financial market? 
In this article, we will try to give brief explanation on IIP data/number on following topics. 

1. What is IIP 

2. When it is published 

3. Calculation of IIP number 

4. Case study of recent IIP number (published on 12-09-2013) 

5. Effect of IIP number on the financial markets 

6.  Combining study of technical analysis with IIP numbers  

 

What is IIP? 
 
IIP is a short term indicator which measures the changes in the production of an economy; 
which has no impact on changes in prices. The all India IIP is a composite indicator that measures 
the short-term changes in the volume of production of a basket/portfolio of industrial products 
during a given period, relative to its chosen base period. 
 
For example,  
If I want to compute change in electricity production in an economy for the month of July 2013, 
I’ll take July 2012 as a base period to compare, which will be called year on year basis. 

They are segregated into 3 sections: manufacturing, mining and electricity. (with 2004-2005 as 
base) 

 
Source: mospi.nic.in 
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They are also classified on the basis of usage: capital goods, basic goods, non-basic goods, 
consumer durables and consumer non-durables. 

  
Source: mospi.nic.in 
 
 

 
Source: mospi.nic.in 
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When it is published? 
 
It is compiled and published monthly by the Central Statistics Office (CSO) with the time lag of six 
weeks from the reference month. 
 
For example, 
 
If I want to compute IIP data for the month of July 2013, so the reference month would be July 
2013, and it will be published after six weeks, which is on second week of September 2013. 

It is published every month, because if they calculate every year, it’ll be too late for the 
Government or RBI to make necessary amendments in the policy! They’ve to keep a constant eye 
on this number. For example 

1. Automobile sector is facing very negative growth; Government may give them tax-holidays 
or allow them to import foreign machinery without paying import tax. [Fiscal Policy] 

2. Negative IIP may mean less liquidity in the system where there is shrinkage in demand and 
hence industry had to reduce the production or Businessman are having hard time 
borrowing because of high interest rates. = Change the repo, reverse repo CRR etc to 
increase money supply in people’s hands. [Monetary Policy] 

Calculation of July 2013 IIP numbers 
 
Year on year basis: Let’s look at below table and analyze how we say IIP is 2.6% Y-O-Y & 
Manufacturing has rise by 3.0 Y-O-Y basis, etc, etc… 

 
Source: mospi.nic.in 

 
Let’s look at the “July” row from the column “General”. When we subtract the current year’s 

number with previous year’s number i.e. 171.5-167.1 we will get 4.4, which is the change in 

production in absolute term. When we divide this number 4.4 with 167.1 and then multiply that 

number with 100 we will get 2.6 % which is in percentage term. 

Same we can do for manufacturing as well. Subtract the current year’s number with previous 

year’s i.e. (182.7-177.4) = 5.3 divide this number with 177.4 and multiply with 100, we will get 

our number 3 % 

Same we can do for mining as well as for electricity. 
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Cumulative Year on Year basis: Cumulative year on year is nothing but the IIP number of the 

current year till the latest month where same period last year is a base period. 

Let’s look at above table and analyze how we say cumulative IIP is -0.2% Y-O-Y & cumulative 

Manufacturing has raise by -0.2 % cumulative Y-O-Y basis, etc, etc… 

Step 1: Take the average of 2013-2014 general column. (166.5+165.5+165+171.5)/4 = 167.1 

Step 2: do the same exercise for previous year. (164.1+170.3+168+167.1)/4 = 167.4 

Step 3: take the difference (167.1-167.4) = -0.3 

Step 4: divide this number with the number from step 2 and multiply it with 100. (-

0.3/167.375)*100 = -0.2 

*some rounding error has occur 
 

Same we can do for manufacturing as well. Take the average of 2013-2014 i.e. 176.6, take the 
average of 2012-2013 i.e.176.9 now subtract 176.6-176.9 = -0.3 now divide -0.3/176.6 and 
multiply with 100 which comes to -0.2 
*some rounding error has occur 
 

 
Above table was sectoral bifurcation. In the same way one can imagine use Based Bifurcation. 
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Effect of IIP number on the financial markets (SENSEX) 

Relationship of IIP numbers with SENSEX 

 
 
The chart given above shows the movement of Sensex and IIP over the last 8 years. It is 

quite evident that the IIP and Sensex movement is closely related.  The IIP data is not as volatile 
as the Sensex but even a 2-3% change in IIP can lead to a lot of swing in stock market movement. 
There are many other factors that impact the stock market, but IIP gives a good indication of 
where it is headed. Consider for example the period 2010-11. The rise in IIP during this period has 
been reflected in the upward movement which saw Sensex touching 20,000 in that year. 
Thus, IIP can drive the stock market up or down. But how does IIP actually affect the stock 
markets and subsequently the economy. 
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The relationship between the IIP and the stock market is backed by a whole chain of events. 
Consumer spending is indicative of the demand in the economy. IIP, on the other hand, indicates 
the total production in the economy and is the other side of the coin i.e. the Supply side. 

 
Depleted consumer sentiment leads to a fall in consumer spending consequently leading to lower 
demand in the economy. If we are not buying more then why would companies produce more!! 
This leads to lower growth or sometimes even a de-growth in IIP. Thus, usually the immediate 
impact of poor IIP figures is falling stock prices. 
The best way to analyze the IIP figure is to look at the various industries and their technical 
formations. Manufacturing sector contributes approx. 80% to the IIP that is why it has the most 
impact on stock market. You might hear that IIP recorded good growth of 10.8% in Oct. 2010, but 
the story may not be the same for every industry. Let us look which industries we need to look at 
to completely understand the IIP figure. 

1. Chemical & Related Products 

2. Automobiles 

3. Cement Sector 

4. Mining Sector 

The IIP does not include growth of banking sector. However increase in production & investment 
activity is usually financed through borrowings from banks. So, if industrial production & capital 
spending is increasing then it is likely to have a positive impact on the banking sector. 

Study of IIP numbers alone will not help you to benefit from the market. Because there are 
possibilities that market will fall after positive IIP data. From here Technical analysis come 
into picture to gain in this situation.  
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Now look at what happened in this financial year 2013-14 

 

 
 
 

April 2013 IIP data came at +2.2 % on June 2013, but despite of positive number Sensex was 

considerably falling after June! Showing inverse relationship 

May 2013 IIP data came at -1.6% on July 2013, as can see Sensex was rising from there, even after 

poor IIP number! Showing inverse relationship 

June 2013 IIP data at -2.8% on August 2013 and Sensex fell from there. Positive relationship 

July 2013 IIP data at +2.63% on September 2013 Sensex rallied till now but what next? 

 
Why does this inverse relationship??? 

When April 2013 data came, as we can see from above chart,  Sensex have already discounted 

that positive news in prices by rallying in the previous month. Same logic we may use for May 2013 

data. 

But when we combine study of technical analysis with IIP numbers, we may be in a better position 

to judge whether market has the potential to absorb positive news or not. 

Now let’s look at How to combine IIP numbers with market with the help of technical analysis. 
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First step would be to identify which sectors have contributed the highest growth in IIP data. 

Now find the companies which fall in this sector. 

And last but not the least within those companies, which company’s charts are comparatively 

better. 

If you correctly identify those companies with given checklist, your chances to correlate IIP 

numbers with market will be inline. 

Now in this July IIP numbers, Capital goods have contributed 15.6% growth YOY basis from used 

base category. Similarly electricity sector have contributed 5.2% growth and manufacturing sector 

have contributed 3% growth. 

As per our views, from capital goods, following companies may perform well in upcoming period. 

1. LARSEN & TOUBRO LTD DAILY CHART 

 
 

From above chart, we can see that momentum indicator RSI, have made positive divergence on 
daily chart, which have been confirmed by prices by breaking the down trend line. We may expect 
LNT prices to outperform in short term amongst capital goods sector. 
 
Some more companies which may perform well. 

2.  BHARAT HEAVY ELECTRICALS LTD 
3. SIEMENS LTD 
4. ABB LTD. 
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As per our views, from manufacturing sector, following companies may perform well in upcoming 
period. 

1. TTK prestige (domestic appliances) weekly chart 
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TTK prestige, from past few years is outperforming company in our markets. However, 
prices are trading in a sideways consolidation (in a resting phase). We expect this 
outperformance to continue further. 
 
2. Havells (Electric equipments) weekly chart 
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Havells prices are trading in an uptrend from past few years, where prices are taking 
support near up trend line. However, from past few weeks prices are trading in a channel, 
where prices are taking support near lower range of the channel. We expect Havells prices 
to test higher levels as momentum indicator has taken support near 40 levels. 
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